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Television Mirrors  

 

 

 
Enhanced Series Bathroom TV Mirror 

 

 

New Television Mirrors 

Maintain Look of 

Elegant Spaces 

 

Product Lines: 

 
 Enhanced Series 

Vanishing LCD 

technology & bright 

reflection 

 

 Premier Series 

Vanishing LCD & soft 

reflection 

 

 Deco Series 

Non-vanishing LCD & 

perfect mirror quality 

 

 Lumination Collection 

With or without LCD, 

these lighted mirrors 

offer designer style 

 

 Hydra Waterproof 

Television 

Perfect for kitchens & 

showers -- available in 

any color 

 

 Discreet Display 

10” LCD – a subtle TV 

presence with intense 

integration and 

custom LCD 

placement options 

 

 Moda Frame 

In four different 

finishes, this frame has 

unlimited options to 

showcase a mirror 

 

 LED Technology 

Energy efficient, 

available in white or 

color-changing 

 

 

 

 
A television with its black plastic frame never looks elegant in a fine 

space. Television Mirrors seamlessly incorporate beauty and 

technology. TV Mirrors are not new, however previous attempts 

killed the picture quality and brightness. The new generation uses 

special “developed for purpose” glass mated with a high 

performance television, making this concept elegant and 

impressive. When the TV is off, it is not visible; all you see is your 

reflection. Never again look at a plain TV hanging on the wall of 

your beautiful home or office!  

 

There is a large selection of products to choose from to fit your style. 

There are standard, quick-ship units available. Custom options can 

be specified for glass type, size, backlighting, frosting, and frame 

type, including floating and frameless. CAD drawings will be 

prepared by our staff for your approval. 

 

Call for pricing and design assistance, or visit our showroom. 
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Television Mirrors  

 

 

 

TV Mirrors are 

perfect for: 

 
 Bathrooms 

 Living Spaces 

 Restaurants 

 Lobbies 

 Galleries 

 Offices 

 

 

Custom Options: 

 
 Size 

 Glass Type 

 Backlighting 

 Frosting 

 Frame type, 

including floating & 

frameless 

 Standard, quick-ship 

units also available 

MODA TV Mirror   
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   Hydra Waterproof Television 

 

 
Enhanced Lumination Series 

 

 
Premier Series 

 
Premier Series 
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